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 The scenery comes in a single archive file and is supplied in a series of folders that can be expanded at will, to meet your scenery needs.The airports are a unique and large in-depth architectural terrain. With full coverage of the immediate airport area and the surrounding urban areas (residential, industrial, business parks, etc.) this region has it all, including more than 75 buildings and structures,
dozens of parks and green areas, traffic, and highways. It also includes 3 on-airport satellite parking lots and their surrounding roads and buildings.One of the most realistic airports in the game! The buildings, cars, and vegetation are extremely detailed, and the vehicles are parked in the exact positions they should be. In this airport are all the services necessary to handle large commercial passenger

planes. All planes and jetways are included. Includes 2 separate files for each file: FS2004, FS9, FSX and Prepar3D.Update included: 31.01.2013 Features FS2004: High resolution day and night textures; Photorealistic textures on buildings, . The scenery comes in a single archive file and is supplied in a series of folders that can be expanded at will, to meet your scenery needs. The airports are a
unique and large in-depth architectural terrain. With full coverage of the immediate airport area and the surrounding urban areas (residential, industrial, business parks, etc.) this region has it all, including more than 75 buildings and structures, dozens of parks and green areas, traffic, and highways. It also includes 3 on-airport satellite parking lots and their surrounding roads and buildings.One of the

most realistic airports in the game! The buildings, cars, and vegetation are extremely detailed, and the vehicles are parked in the exact positions they should be. In this airport are all the services necessary to handle large commercial passenger planes. All planes and jetways are included. Includes 2 separate files for each file: FS2004, FS9, FSX and Prepar3D.Update included: 02.01.2013 Features
FS2004: Realistic airports design with full buildings and services; High resolution day and night textures; Photorealistic textures on buildings, . The scenery comes in a single archive file and is supplied in a series of folders that can be expanded at will, to meet your scenery needs.The airports are a unique and large in-depth architectural terrain. With full coverage of the immediate airport area and the

surrounding urban areas (residential, industrial, business 82157476af
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